Open Internet Disclosure Statement

http://www.fcc.gov/guides/open-internet

This document may change at any time without notice. Please check back periodically for any updates or modifications.

Good News! GoBrolly® is the Internet you have always wanted: “It Just Works”

GoBrolly®’s Network Management Practices:

- GoBrolly® does not block content of any kind unless it is found to be illegal by a competent legal authority. (There are some rules, you know.) However, we reserve the right to restrict and / or block as we see fit, without prior notice.

- GoBrolly® does not “Throttle,” or “Slow Down” your connection.

- GoBrolly® does not have any “Data Caps” or data limitations.
  - The data you can receive is limitless, just not free.

- GoBrolly® does not have any “Priority” network management.
  - But we might if it would give you, our Customer, a better Internet experience.

- GoBrolly® does not have any “Paid Fast Lanes.”
  - But we might if it would give you, our Customer, a better Internet experience.

- GoBrolly® manages to peak Internet performance, not “average,” not “minimal,” but peak. To eliminate, as much as possible, any congestion or contention.
  - What does that mean for our Customers? Your connection will run at its rated speed whenever you need to use it. We are trying to optimize our Customer’s Internet experience; we are not trying to optimize our network.

GoBrolly® reserves the right to modify this statement at any time, without notice, and these statements may change due to our determination of Reasonable Network Management practices.